Some thin-f ilm research has been directed toward improving the quality of multilayer coatings. Standard control techniques, such as ellipsometry and scatterometry, 1 provide powerful means for evaluating coating performance. However, these methods are inappropriate for the detection and study of pointlike defects inside buried structures. Inasmuch as point defects are usually the major sources of scattering in high-quality components, it is thus a crucial task to quantify the inf luence of such local defects on the structure of the coating and on its local characteristics. The main challenge is to obtain local information from a single buried interface of the component without physical contact with the component. This procedure would be particularly interesting at the end of the fabrication process, when the whole multilayer structure is present.
Phase measurement interferometry is a powerful method for obtaining surface prof iles with nanometric resolution. 2, 3 However, in the case of multilayer components, such measurements are made with diff iculty because the optical phase is integrated along the optical path through several layers. The apparent measured topography of a buried interface is a combination of the true topography and the topography of the layers located above it. The result is not simply a sum, because the incident wave front is not parallel to the observed surfaces; so obtaining the real topographies will require complex operations. To avoid this problem we propose to work with the interference signal's amplitude rather than with its phase. To enhance the contrast of this method, we use a dark-f ield configuration to avoid specular ref lection on the interfaces.
The use of a short coherence length source enables one to obtain interference only from a thin slice. Use of this method is well known for the investigation of biological tissues (it is called the optical coherence tomography technique) 4 and for volume reconstruction.
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Here we propose to apply this principle to imaging the local defects of the interfaces inside a multidielectric structure.
The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1 . It is based on a home-built Linnik interferometer. 7 The Linnik conf iguration is more useful than the Mirau configuration, for example, for choosing the reference mirror and permitting the use of largenumerical-aperture objectives. As the amplitude of the light scattered by the local defects is weak, we use a low-ref lectivity reference mirror ͑R ref 4%͒ to increase the contrast of the interference signal. The light source is a broadband tungsten halogen lamp that provides a coherence length close to 2.6 mm at a central wavelength of l 0 800 nm (axial resolution, L C ͞2 1.3 mm). The interference signal is detected by a dedicated multiplexed lock-in detection scheme that was described previously. 8 The interference image is digitized on a CCD array (256 3 256 pixels, 8 bits). To perform lock-in detection we introduce periodic phase modulation into the interference signal by means of a PZT that is sinusoidally modulated at frequency f ͞4, where f 200 Hz is the camera's frame rate. We then record four frames during each modulation period. As was previously demonstrated, 8 the amplitude of the interference can be calculated from these four integrated values. Our aim is to observe the local defects on the interfaces, but light that is due to the specular ref lection on these interfaces (a few percent) will mask the signal induced by such defects (a few parts in 10 6 ). For that reason we adopted a dark-f ield configuration to eliminate the specular ref lection of the interfaces. Interference is produced between light ref lected by the reference mirror and light scattered by the local defects. To obtain a dark-field configuration we tilted the multilayer component (see Fig. 2 ). With that configuration, we obtained different responses, each corresponding to an inteferogram for an interfaces. Figure 3(a) shows the four responses from the four interfaces of a low-quality multidielectric component (two sequences of SiO 2 ͞Ta 2 O 5 ) when the component was tilted before the dark-f ield limit. Figure 3(b) shows the same area tilted after the dark-f ield limit. We observe only the signal that is due to local defects whose locations are apparent. Figure 4(a) shows the response of a three-layer CO 2 laser mirror recorded in a dark-field conf iguration. Figure 4(b) shows the sum of the amplitude values along the direction of the fringes ͑ y͒, where one peak per interface is observed.
We are able to detect an image of the defects, but the remaining diff iculty is in calibrating the measurements to determine the sizes of the defects. We are not able to quantify our measurements yet. However, we can estimate the sensitivity limit of our setup. We found that, when the signal is integrated for less than a few seconds (a few hundreds of images) the main noise source is shot noise. For longer integration times, technical noises become dominant (thermal and mechanical drifts). We previously demonstrated 8 that the lowest equivalent sample ref lectance R min that can be detected by our technique is 
where R inc is the part of the incoherent light backscattered on the CCD, N is the number of summed images (representing exposure time t 4N͞f ), and j max is the number of photoelectrons per pixel required for saturation (the data sheet gives j max 120, 000 for our CCD camera). The lowest equivalent sample ref lectance is R min ϳ 3 3 10 27 for a single measurement (exposure time, 10 ms). Using a simple Mie scattering model 9 of an air bubble ͑n p 1͒ trapped inside a silica substrate ͑n m 1.45͒, we can estimate the size f min of the smallest detectable defect. The results of the numerical calculation are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the number N of acquired sequences. When one averages 100 sequences (2 s), 23-nm-radius particles should be detected. An expression approaching f min can be derived, where f min , , l 0 :
where n p is the refractive index of the trapped particle, m n p ͞n m , where n m is the material's refractive index, and u max is the apparent aperture angle, which depends on n m and on the numerical aperture of the objectives. The sensitivity could be further improved by use of objectives with larger numerical apertures and also by shifting of the average incident wavelength toward the blue region of the spectrum [Eq. (2)]. The next step is to obtain a complete image, not only a line, of point defects on a particular interface. This could be done in one of several ways, such as simply by translating the sample along the z axis and recording the lines to build the full image.
